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Address Ugurlu Glass 
UGURLU AUTO GLASS INDUSTRY AND TRADE INC 
Organize Sanayi Bölgesi 
DENİZLİ

Country Türkiye

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
INSULATED GLASS PRODUCTS

TEMPERED GLASS

AUTO SAFETY GLASSES:

Auto Glass like windshields (front glasses)
door glass
rear glass
glasses for tractor cabins
for earth moving vehicles and for trams

INDUSTRIAL GLASSES:
Glass for cookware like glass lids
Glass for special usage like for refrigeration and oven systems 
Glass for Balcons 
Glass for shower cabin 
Glass for furniture
Glass for illumination
Glasses for various industrial uses

ARCHITECTURAL GLASSES:
FLAT GLASSES 
GLASSES WITH VARIOUS GLASSES 
REFLECTED GLASSES 
AURA REFLECTED 
ICE GLASSES 
OPAQUE GLASSES 
GLAZING PRESS 
DOUBLE AND TRIPLE GLASSES 
SILVER PAPER COATING 

BULLET PROOF GLASSES:
Bullet Proof glasses is produced by composition of glass tables, polyuretan, polycarbon and lamination of them. Polycarbon is hard and transparent
material. Bullet proof glasses block the bullet before it reaches the end layer.
Resistance of bullet proof glass is based on thickness of glass, type of the bullet and shoot distance. Ugurlu Auto Glass can produce bullet proof
glasses from 17mm to 43mm according to bullet type and desired thickness.
Our Company is certificated from Beschussamt Mellrichstadt (Germany) to produce Bullet Proof Glasses.
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